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Yun chujiu rolled her eyes. Although her strength was not as strong as that single-horned bull, she could 

carry out the strategy of pestering it and constantly harass it, causing it to constantly exhaust its 

strength. When it was too tired to run.., she would deal with it again. Hence, Yun chujiu climbed up the 

top of the cliff again and again to fight the bull. When it could not hold on anymore, she would climb 

down the cliff. Although the single-horned bull was panting with anger, it was helpless. Every time the 

single-horned bull wanted to sleep, Yun chujiu would rush up and tease it. In a short while, she would 

climb down the cliff again. The single-horned bull was going crazy! The single-horned bull could not rest, 

but Yun chujiu could seize some time to close her eyes and rest. After being entangled for five whole 

days, the single-horned bull could not stand it anymore. When Yun Chujiu rushed up the cliff again to 

tease it.., it moaned a few times in grief and indignation. Then, under Yun Chujiu’s eyes, it actually 

jumped off the cliff.. What was that? Did It jump off the cliff to commit suicide? Yun chujiu touched her 

nose. The single-horned bull’s ability to withstand blows was too weak, right? Didn’t I scold you for No 

Reason? Didn’t I not let you sleep? Didn’t I Pester You for five days? Did you commit suicide just like 

that? Originally, I wanted to fight with you for another ten days to half a month! Just as Yun Chujiu was 

complaining, a white light flashed before her eyes, and the scene before her changed once again.. At this 

moment, Tianyuan Academy was already in Chaos! Di beiming and Xue Wuji came to Tianyuan Academy 

once again. Unlike last time, when they were calm and collected, this time, their bodies were filled with 

killing intent. After seeing Yin Sulian being sent flying by Xue Wuji’s kick, those fanboys and girls.., no 

one dared to come any closer. They only saw the two of them follow Dean Huangfu to the trial tower 

from afar. Everyone could not help but discuss, “Damn, this is too scary! This is the first time I’ve seen 

Young Master Wuji so furious. That Yin Sulian probably won’t be able to get out of bed for a month.” 

“Why are your excellency and Young Master Wuji here again? And they even went to the trial tower? 

Could it be because of Yun Chujiu?” “Forget it! How is this possible? Your Eminence might have come for 

Yun Chujiu. After all, the palace master’s wife seems to like Yun chujiu quite a lot. Young Master Wuji 

was very annoyed with Yun chujiu last time.” “Then what’s going on?” “I guess they came for something 

else! As for going to the trial tower, it should be because the Dean wants the two of them to help think 

of a way to save Yun Chujiu.” .. While everyone was discussing, teacher Mou, who was guarding the trial 

tower, was in trouble! Xue Wuji immediately scolded teacher mou, “You Brainless Idiot! My little sister 

Jiu said that if you want to enter the trial tower, just give her the jade token! If you give her the jade 

token, will she sneak in? If anything happens to my little sister Jiu, I’ll kill you!” Teacher Mu was 

dumbfounded by the scolding. Little ninth sister? Who was little ninth sister? Yun Chujiu? How did Yun 

chujiu become Young Master Wuji’s sister? Dean Huangfu had already activated the isolation array, so 

the onlookers from afar couldn’t see what was happening, he quickly helped teacher mu out of the 

situation. “Young Master Wuji, teacher Mu stopped Yun chujiu from entering the trial tower for her own 

good. This is all my fault. I shouldn’t have told Yun chujiu about the trial tower at that time.” Although 

Xue Wuji wished he could scold Dean Huangfu, he still had the respect he should have. He could only say 

in a muffled voice, “HMPH! He just looks down on my little sister Jiu. He even said that it’s for her own 

good!” 

 


